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�The project and its aims

�Demand for e-books

�The publishers’ opinion survey and its results
(2014)

�The survey of Swedish university libraries
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�
� The aim is to investigate the impact of modern 
information and communication technologies, as 
represented by the electronic book (or e-book), in the 
book publishing, distribution and use system in Sweden.

� What supervening social necessity drives the adoption of 
the e-book technology in Sweden?

� What forms of the „suppression of radical potential‟ exist in 
Sweden and how successful are efforts to overcome them?

� What power relationships exist among the different actors 
in the field, and how are these relationships changing as a 
consequence of the adoption of the e-book?

The case of the e-book in a "small 
language" culture: Media, technology and 

effects in the digital society



�



�
�Questionnaires included questions designed to explore 
two theoretical concepts from Winston’s (1988) theory of 
technological innovation:

� ”supervening social necessity” – or the concatenation of 
factors leading to adoption

� and ”suppression of radical potential” – or those factors 
that inhibit the full potential of the innovation being 
realised.

Theoretical perspective
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Publishers and libraries

� Publishers’ aims

� Market growth

� Increase in market share

� Profit maximisation

� Strong author list

� Effective distribution 
network

� Quality control

� Libraries’ aims

� Community service

� Reading promotion

� Education support

� Financial efficiency

� Engagement with 
community groups

� Extending access
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Read fiction or non fiction as an e-book at least once
a year 2012-2014 (percent)
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�

E-book sales in Sweden (MKR without the 
VAT)



�
�Our survey of publishers in Sweden resulted in a 
good response rate of 55%, so the findings are 
probably quite reliable.

� The survey covered many small publishers 
belonging to Nordiska Oberoende Förlags Förening
as well as those belonging to Svenska 
Förla ̈ggareföreningen

� The survey has also been repeated in Croatia and 
Lithuania, revealing some similarities.

The publishers



�
50% of those surveyed had published e-books and 54% 
of those who had not, intended to do so. About 80% 
had published fewer than 100 e-books.

56% thought the higher rate of VAT would make no 
difference to their publication policy.

52% sold directly from their own Websites

Key findings
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Drivers



�

Self publishing
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Barriers for e-books in small 
language markets

How important do you consider the 
following “barriers” to be in the 
development of the e-book market in ...?

Sweden 
(n=100)

Lithuania 
(n=62)

Croatia 
(n=45)

The limited size of the domestic market 71% 90% 86%

Lack of an export market 57% 91% 73%

Readers’ preference for printed books 76% 79% 69%

The cost of e-readers or their alternatives 47% 73% 71%

Lack of a common model for library 
lending of e-books

71% 74% 81%
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Attitude towards public 
libraries

Statement
Sweden (n=99) Lithuania (n=63) Croatia (n=44)

%
Agree

% 
Disagree

% 
Agree

% 
Disagree

% Agree
% 

Disagre
e

E-books should be sold to 

libraries in the same way as 

printed books. 

67 33 67 32 77 23

E-books should be allowed to be 

loaned for a limited number of

loans.

53 47 53 46 58 42

E-books should be priced higher 

for libraries than printed books

because of the possibility of an 

unlimited number of loans.

47 53 47 53 39 61

E-books should not be made 
available to public libraries.

9 91 9 90 17 83



�
�A self-completed questionnaire investigation into e-
books in Swedish academic libraries

� The survey covered the 31 Universities and 
University Colleges (Högskole) in Sweden with 
information on e-books on their Websites, plus 
(using a smaller questionnaire) another 15 smaller 
institutions without such information.

The university library survey



�
� To present the features of academic library work
with e-books in Sweden

� To explore the factors enabling the penetration of e-
books into academic libraries in Sweden

� To explore the barriers that inhibit spread of e-books
into academic libraries in Sweden

Aims of the survey
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Total number of e-books in 
BIBSAM agreements 

(2011: 17 863, 2012: 20 213, 2013: 20 070)



�

Books Total New E-books

Books 18 585 098 187 207 5 118 614 

Textbooks 332 676 24 677 171 024 

E-books in the collections of Swedish university
libraries

Licensed databases Number Proportion

Books, monographs 441 14%

Journals 850 28%

Newspapers 62 2%

Bibliographic 955 31%

Facts and news 617 20%

Maps and images 25 1%

Films and video 46 1%

Music 22 1%

Own production 61 2%

TOTAL 3406
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Number of providers and 
titles

Providers

No. of 

providers

No. of 

libraries

1-4 12*

5-9 7

10-14 6

15-19 3

20 and 

more

5

Number of titles

�Ranged from 155 to 
over 700,000 

�Only two libraries 
reported the same 
number of titles 
(50,000)

� The median value was 
135,000

*Includes answers from small libraries
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Unlimited access

DRM-free downloads

Use in inter-library lending

Ability to purchase individual
titles

"Reasonable" prices
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�
� A long-term consequence of an increasing dependence on 
e-books could be that the system of inter-library loans will 
suffer which presumably would affect smaller libraries 
which are highly dependent on this service in order to 
satisfy the demand of their users.

� E-books not being available for ILL will pose a huge 
problem when larger libraries stop buying paper books; 
smaller libraries will not be able … to get rarely used or 
old titles and will have to send out a lot of requests even 
smaller libraries, which will increase costs for handling, 
postage and packaging, etc.

Interlibrary loans



�
Conditions of use (user) Technical conditions (user) Library management 

Unlimited simultaneous use 
12

Single user friendly 
platform, interface 12 

Lower prices 3

DRM free content 9 Ease of search and use, 
account management (for 
all types of instruments) 9

Available automatically in 
library’s own catalogue or 
Discovery service 3

Downloadable to any type 
of machines unlimited 9

One technological solution 
to take care of:  7

Procurement via BIBSAM, 
central agreement 2

Possible to print 6 Available through library 
catalogue 3

Interlibrary loan 2

More titles, especially in 
Swedish 6

Correct links to full texts 1 Ownership by library 1

Possible to annotate 2 Guaranteed long-time 
preservation 1

Standardized technical 
systems 1

The features of an optimal system



�
� For users: should allow unlimited simultaneous use of the 
DRM free content required for studies (including Swedish 
language content) without limitations on printing and 
downloading, easy search and use of the platforms and 
full texts with annotation and other advanced features. 

� For a library: should be affordable, procured via 
consortium (or another central agreement), owned by a 
library(ies), with standardized technological solutions 
(platforms and interfaces) on the national level, and 
automatic upload of metadata to the library catalogue, 
guaranteeing long-term preservation.

Optimal system for e-book provision 



�

Among university libraries…

� 1 library has 20% Swedish e-books among the others

� 1 library has 10%

� 4 libraries have 5%

� 1 library has 3 %

� 6 libraries have between 0,1% and 1%

� 19 libraries have none Swedish e-book
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Loans of e-books in Swedish public 
libraries 2000-2014 (amount of loans)
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�
New costing model for public libraries

� The libraries have access to more new e-books

� They can pay a fixed price for a certain amount of loans

� They can pay for each loan, which costs between 2-100 
SEK depending on the date of publication, type and 
demand for the e-book

� Libraries can choose the books that they want to give
access to



�

Case study library

Change as a result of removing cost limits on library 
loans

Month
Total loans 
of titles

% increase
Total cost 

SEK
% 
increase

December 
2014

512 - 13,093 -

January 2015 1 574 207% 40,303 208%

February 2015 1 670 6% 48,109 19%

March 2015 2 102 26% 55,799 16%
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Conclusion 1: Demand

� The demand for e-books is low among book buyers and 
library users comparing with the demand for print 
books (statistics show only a very small ratio of e-book
sales or loans)

�Demand is growing quite rapidly and has to be taken 
into account by publishers and libraries:
� E-book buying is sensitive to prices

� E-book loans through libraries are affected by limitations of
various kinds (publishers’, library’s, technology’s) 



�

Conclusion 2: Limitations

� Publishers: limited by market size; by uncertain 
demand from public; by introduction of new 
technology

� Libraries: limited by what publishers choose to offer 
and pricing policies, to a greater extent than in the 
case of printed books; limited by their budget 
capacity; limited by the delivery platforms and 
formats.



�

Conclusion 3: Cost

� The higher rate of VAT drives the prices of e-books up
lowering the sales

� Prices of e-books for libraries are higher than those for 
print books

� Public libraries have problems with budgeting, 
especially if all categories of books (based on loan price) 
are made available to users

�Academic libraries make extra investments in 
competence and technology to provide access



�

Conclusion 4: Fears

� Publishers fear the loss of sales and profits 
through making e-books available in libraries or 
through piracy (to some extent, self-publishing)

� Libraries fear the loss of control over their
collections and as a result the disruption of their
ability to perform their key functions

� Easy and cheap access to e-books in other
languages through international providers can
diminish future demand to Swedish language
literature



�

Conclusion 5: Expectations

�Academic libraries - e-books will be an increasing 
proportion of their book-stocks and hopefully 
become more usable 

� Public libraries - continuing uncertainty over 
budgeting and continued slow increase in demand

� Publishers - relatively slow increase in the proportion 
of e-books sold and continuing issues over 
appropriate pricing
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